Archaeology as Anthropology
The meaning of things
Material Culture
As an Archaeological Problem
How do archaeologists make sense of the materials they recover?
Archaeological Typology
To what extent is it possible to infer the template or classification of objects that was in the mind of the past maker?
What Do Archaeological Types Represent?
v	A reconstruction of the past culture’s taxonomy of materials (Spaulding)
v	I.e., natural classifications can be discovered.
v	A modern analytical heuristic with no necessary relationship to any past taxonomy (Ford)
v	I.e., classifications are simply imposed by modern researchers

Types of Types
v	Morphological Types
v	Chronological Types
v	Functional Types
Morphological Types
v	Descriptive and Abstract grouping of artifacts based on overall similarity in shape and character
v	No necessary chronological significance
v	May or may not reflect past culture’s characterization of the items
v	Primarily used for communicating among archaeologists
Chronological Types
v	Abstract grouping of artifacts that have temporal significance.
v	Typically based on specific morphological types or elements of type morphology.
v	May or may not reflect similar function
v	May or may not reflect past culture’s perception of artifacts.
Functional Types
v	A class of artifacts the was used for the same function.
v	No necessary chronological significance.
v	Objects may be morphologically dissimilar in raw material,  size, shape.
v	Primarily used for determining kinds of activities performed at specific sites.

An Example of a Morphological Type?
An Example of Chronological Types?
An Example of a Functional Type?
Ways of Recognizing Patterning in the Past
v	Intuitive Approaches
v	Lay all the artifacts out on the table and group together those that look similar
v	Formal Approaches
v	Define key attributes and create a classification based on a hierarchy of attributes
v	Numerical/Statistical Approaches
v	Define attributes and look for non-random patterns of association
A Formal Classification
Statistical Discovery of Types
A Problem of Classification
v	Which Sorting Criteria:

v	Size?
v	Color?
v	Shape?

There is no single best classification
v	Nearly endless number of ways that an assemblage can be divided
v	Nature of classification and the attributes used to create it should be determined by the goals of the research.

But what about the classification that was in the mind of the tool maker or user?
Material Culture
As an Anthropological problem
What is the cultural significance of similarity and difference in material culture?
Similarity and Sameness
v	Traditional approaches equated similarity in material culture (artifacts, art styles, etc.) with cultural ‘closeness’.
v	Also equated with chronological nearness
v	Basis of archaeological ‘Cultures’ of European Archaeology
v	Assumed temporal and cultural similarity in North American archaeological taxonomies.
v	But is it necessarily so?
Other Sources of Similarity
v	Artifacts can be distributed widely through trade and exchange. 
v	Artifacts can be similar because they have the same or similar functions.
v	Artifacts can be similar because people (in the past) want them to appear similar (e.g. emulation, imitation)
v	Similarities (and differences) can arise from the intentional marking (or obscuring) of social boundaries.

Material Culture is Intentionally Constituted
Artifact forms and styles cannot be assumed to be simply passive traits of a past society.
Sources of Variability
To understand similarity we need to consider where variation comes from.
Folk vs Popular Culture
v	Folk Culture:
v	Traditional and Conservative
v	Great Variation over Space
v	Relatively Slow Change through Time
v	Popular Culture:
v	New and Innovative
v	Changes Rapidly through Time
v	Great Similarity over large Areas
Artifacts and Mental Templates
v	Idealization of object (template) in the mind of the maker(s)
v	Artifact is an approximation of idealized template
v	Repeated manufacture of artifact will yield closer and more distant approximations of ideal
v	Produces a statistical clustering of attribute values around ideal values.
v	Not all individuals will be equally skillful in approximating ideal, nor will ideal necessarily be shared by all individuals.



Mental Templates and Types
Learning and Isochrestic Variation
v	Based on patterns of learning and habitual ways of doing things.
v	Involves choices among equally-viable functional and technological options (not related to differential efficiency or functionality)
v	Not used intentionally to mark cultural boundaries or identity.



Regional Variation in Shirt Forms
Can Patterns of Variation in Material Culture be Used to Detect Social Organization?
v	Cultural Boundaries?
v	Patterns of Learning and Knowledge Transmission?
v	Aspect of Kinship?
Post-marital Residence Patterns
v	Women make the pottery
v	Girls learn pot making and decoration from their mothers or other near female relatives
v	Pottery made be relatives should be more similar than pots made by non-relations
v	Post-marital residence patterns (matrilocal or patrilocal) will be reflected in more or less homogeneous ceramic assemblages.

Assertive Messaging and Style
v	Intentioned use of material culture to mark social membership, identity and boundaries.
v	Will relate to specific social or adaptive priorities of society. 
v	Necessary relationship between relative visibility of object and the scale of the social unit being marked
v	Actively manipulated by individuals in past society.

Potential Analytical Uses of Assertive Style
v	Detection of cultural and social boundaries that were recognized in the past
v	Identification of significant resources in the social and natural environment that were the focus of boundary creation and maintenance
Interrelationship of Isochrestic and Assertive Variation
v	Isochrestic variation is a source of variability which provides a pool of potential contrasts for assertive messaging
v	Assertive Styles can lose their cultural significance and revert to an isochrestic pattern of maintenance and variation
Examples
v	Scottish Tartans
v	Gender and Dress
v	Great Oasis ‘Culture’
v	Christianization of northern Europe
v	Language and accents (not material but the same idea) 
Recognizing and Interpreting Boundaries in Material Culture
v	Boundaries Marked via Assertive Style
v	Expressed in highly visible ways and at a scale commensurate with intended audience
v	Typically sharply defined boundaries
v	Tightly constrained variation
v	Boundaries representing Isochrestic Variation
v	Often subtle differences that may or may not be apparent
v	Loosely defined, ‘fuzzy’ boundaries
v	Less constraint on variation

Comparison of Spatial Patterning for Assertive Style and Isochrestic Variation
Assessing Similarity and Difference in Recovered Archaeological Materials is a Fundamental Step in the Conduct of Anthropological Archaeology
v	Great Potential for Anthropological Insight
v	Great Potential for Error 

